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ABSTRACT

Need of TISOL learning have been concerned, but until now there aren’t a based curriculum. Therefore, learning material of TISOL learning which used still be separated with culture integration. This research have aim to develop learning material based on Javanese culture to foreign student in Central Java, East Java, and Yogyakarta. The newest issues of this study is integration of Javanese culture to TISOL learning material using thematic-integrative approach. This research is Research and Development (R&D) which conducted in various TISOL institutions in Central Java, East Java, and Yogyakarta. Product of this research is learning materials based on Javanese culture. Learning materials based on Javanese culture from this research have excellent point in every theme which explain some of Javanese culture unsure, so that the TISOL student have a comprehensive illustration about Javanese culture. Themes which develop in this learning material that are, (1) friendship, (2) Javanese new year, (3) Javanese traditional costume, (4) Javanese culinary, (5) Javanese house and environment, (6) praying place, (7) Javanese weeding, (8) Mall and traditional market, (9) transportation, (10) Javanese dance, (11) Javanese traditional playing, and (12) Javanese music.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Language in human life has a fundamental role. It is a set of arbitrary oral sound and has meaning. It mainly functions as a means of communication. Communication event always relates to two contexts, namely language and cultural contexts. Language context refers to utterance context or situational context, probably including aspects of participant identity, time, and place of communication event, utterance topic, and utterance purpose [1]. Cultural context indicates that each language user in conducting social interaction or communication is always patterned by their own culture [2]. It is in relation to interaction pattern among speakers and surrounding nature. The interaction pattern in further explanation contains language aspects in which if it is translated, it will have deep meaning and can be used as introduction material to students, in terms of domestic and foreign students.
Foreign speaker students who study in Indonesia, must, at least, master Indonesian language as a second language. It is because of that language is used in educational field, as established in the Law Number 24 Year 2009 on flag, language, and national symbol. According to the Law Number 24 Year 2009, article 29, paragraph (1), Indonesian language is necessary to be used as a language instruction in national educations. By mastering Indonesian language, foreign students can more easily communicate in oral and written language, especially in learning process. Consequently, some higher educations with having students from outside Indonesia implement a Teaching Indonesia to Speakers of Other Language (TISOL) program. The TISOL program is implemented in many higher educations in Indonesia to give language tutoring and introduction for foreign students.

Before foreign students study intensively in their higher education, they need to be given a practice on indigenous language where the higher education is located in order to alleviate communication [3][5]. The number of foreign students in Central Java, East Java, and Yogyakarta increasingly grow and come from various countries. For example, foreign students in Universitas Sebelas Maret (UNS) Surakarta, Central Java were 191 students (source: UNS website, 2015). However, some TISOL institutions in Java and Bali islands uses different textbook [5]. The TISOL institution of Universitas Negeri Yogyakarta (UNY) has owned textbook compiled by the institution itself. Besides, TISOL learning material in Universitas Negeri Malang (UM) has been compiled in a TISOL book entitled “Living Indonesia” that is slight representative. However, it is lack of cultural aspect that support related materials.

As the situation above, it indicates that there is a need to develop culture-based TISOL e-book to bridge the need of introducing culture and increasing communication skill of TISOL students in Central Java, East Java, and Yogyakarta. Learning activities with a systematic and planned Javanese local culture-based e-booken courages TISOL students more ready and able to receive learning materials better [6][7]. The textbook developed is supported by videos of some Javanese local culture events to give Javanese language learners the initial knowledge as a second language. Besides, the learning process is also provided by handbooks for students and instructors.

Javanese culture is selected to be one of TISOL learning materials because it contains unique and different local values from one region to another [8]. Some elements such as arts, belief systems, traditional ceremonies, languages, and literatures in each region have differences [9]. This developmental research assigns a theme of Javanese culture due to its distinctiveness to be studied, investigated, and developed as a learning material integrated in Javanese language learning for foreign students. This also supports the adaptation process of foreign students while they live in Java and Bali in regard to Javanese language and culture that is dynamic and always abreast of the time [10].

The novelty of this research is the integration of Javanese culture in a TISOL learning material with using a scientific-integrative approach. This approach is selected to give foreign students more knowledge on language, culture and required knowledge for communication practice in real life [11]. Moreover, the research on integrating Javanese culture as a TISOL learning media is indirectly able to improve learning process and result. The learning material determined as research object also focuses on intermediate level foreign students. Therefore, learning a certain language as a second language for foreign students needs particular characteristic in terms of language skill level or foreign language learning level [12].

2. RESEARCH METHOD
This research was a developmental research, developing a local culture-based TISOL learning in Central Java, East Java, and Yogyakarta with a scientific thematic approach. There are stages of the research and development, but only four were applied, namely (1) preliminary study or exploration, (2) prototype development, (3) prototype testing, and (4) product dissemination. This research was set in TISOL institutions in Central Java, East Java, and Yogyakarta. The data were collected in regard to observing some higher educations in Central Java, East Java, and Yogyakarta with having a local culture-based TISOL program. They are obtained Universitas Gajah Mada (Yogyakarta), Universitas Negeri Yogyakarta (Yogyakarta), Universitas Sebelas Maret (Central Java), Universitas Negeri Semarang (Central Java), Universitas Negeri Malang (East Java), and Universitas Negeri Surabaya (East Java). Sampling technique utilized purposive sampling technique, to direct the selection of samples that were important and related to research subject [13]. This purposive sampling technique was considered as an extremely appropriate technique in a research with varied data. The content analysis was conducted to test the substance and effectiveness of local culture-based TISOL e-book, with thematic approach. A qualitative research was accounted to describe and explain participant perceptions, namely students, instructors, and TISOL organizers [14]. In expanding the study, this research carried out Focus Group Discussion (FGD) to develop the prototype model. Hence, triangulations in terms of theory, method, and informant review were employed. The triangulation of theory dealt with using some different theory perspectives to discuss the investigated problems in order to get more precise and reliable conclusion.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Javanese culture is assigned in the development of textbook is due to some reasons, namely Javanese culture that has unique local values, and Javanese culture that is different from one region to others. Hence, it is interesting to study, investigate and develop Javanese culture. The distinctiveness of Javanese culture will enrich the adaptation process of foreign students during their living in Central Java, East Java, Special Region of Yogyakarta, and will increase their interest to visit Java-related areas. The novelty of this research was the integration of Javanese culture in the TISOL learning material with using the thematic-integrative approach. This is conducted because of that some previous researches on innovative learning method were directly able to improve learning process and result [15]. Learning material to be selected as research subject was addressed to intermediate level foreign students. It is assumed that foreign students who learn Indonesian language are initially interested in Indonesian culture. Hence, the introduction of Indonesian culture is truly appropriate to be carried out at intermediate level in TISOL learning. One alternative is to design learning with a scientific-integrative approach by integrating the learning material of Javanese culture in Javanese language learning textbook for foreign speakers [16].

3.1. Development of TISOL Textbook based on Local Wisdom

One highlighted in the implementation of learning with textbook is the difficulty to encourage students in doing discussion for creating learning interaction. Consequently, the textbook development and revision are required to do, especially in terms of textbook structure, so the textbook is not only considered as a collection of pictures, videos or texts but also viewed as a collection of objects [21]. These objects, as proposed by Ratna Wardani, are texts, paragraphs, part of e-book, chapters, tables, pictures and others in which each object can
represent a topic in a discussion. This will alleviate foreign students in TISOL learning to more recognize learning materials, especially the local wisdom-based one.

The innovation relates to framework model, which introduces an interaction model to an textbook. The model developed will become a platform for the development of textbook with more dynamic features in regards to connecting TISOL students with a dynamic learning environment, especially sociocultural environment of the surrounding community. In this platform, it is possible to develop textbook with adding a personal learning feature [22]. Meanwhile, to illustrate the interaction model proposed, a scenario is deployed to show how the interaction model is implemented in a local wisdom-based TISOL textbook in order to increase collaboration and effectiveness aspects of learning process using textbook developed. Moreover, the strength of this local culture-based TISOL textbook model is to be able to support explanatory learning model, through its interaction model, so that enable users, TISOL students and instructors, in learning TISOL activities, such as discussing or sharing information, reading book, and other literatures.

After conducting a set of tests, this model is proven in the ability to improve reading and learning motivation since the textbook contextual room allows to use social media appropriate with the reading topic. The tests are conducted in some TISOL institutions, including Universitas Gajah Mada (Yogyakarta), Universitas Negeri Yogyakarta (Yogyakarta), Universitas Sebelas Maret (Central Java), Universitas Negeri Semarang (Central Java), Universitas Negeri Malang (East Java), and Universitas Negeri Surabaya (East Java). They indicate significant results, in which the grade of TISOL students in the material of reading skill improve as much as 30%.

3.2. Implementation of TISOL Textbook based Javanese Local Wisdom with Integrative Thematic Approach

The diversity of TISOL learner background indicates the variation of specific learning objectives. However, the goal of Indonesian language learning for foreign speakers is generally to make learners master in using Indonesian language communicatively and pragmatically. In a consequence, to determine learning material requires general and specific teaching goals. One alternative for TISOL learners is by involving an aspect of Javanese culture integration in the learning material.

Through the culture-integrated learning, TISOL students will more recognize and love culture where they live in. They may feel to be given a role on enjoying those cultures [23]. The happy and warm feelings they have due to the feeling of being a part of culture. Moreover, they may learn other cultures where their friends come from. Hence, culture is clearly important to be taught, especially to TISOL students since local culture, especially Javanese art, Javanese costume, Javanese Song, Javanese traditional food, etc, contains some values that can be used by TISOL students as a reference for interacting with the surrounding community. These values are the representation of thought patterns, views, philosophy of the surrounding community. Thus, it indicates that local culture material in TISOL learning is definitely beneficial for foreign students in recognizing social and cultural background of the surrounding community deeply.

To formulate a thematic learning material used in the local culture-based textbook requires an innovation on instructor point of view in delivering materials subject to the interrelation of material and daily life oriented to Indonesian cultural wealth. Multicultural perspective in learning materials is able to do condensation to learner cultural experiences and point of views in mastering Indonesian language [24]. Thus, TISOL students are able to master Indonesian language appropriate with cultural contexts.
In a consequence, learning materials in TISOL textbook need to have intercultural contexts. This has to be compiled by taking account for some considerations, namely (1) learning materials that contain a direct instruction on mastering target culture materials; (2) learning materials that can be used as a clear and directive map to give an overview about a good structured program linguistically and culturally in which learners need to master it in a certain period of time; (3) learning materials that should become a sufficient source for various information and most suitable and useful activities in communicative and cultural competence achievements; (4) learning materials that should be able to become a source for learners to teach and give feedback one another; and (5) learning materials that should reflect a point of view and cultural system targets for being a reference for foreign students to consider culture of this country [25].

The implementation of the local culture-based textbook in TISOL learning can be conducted by using multicultural and intercultural approaches. It can be realized in some methods as proposed by Hudghes [26] that there are some alternative multicultural learning strategies in language/second language learning as the followings.

- **Comparison Method.** Learning is started with delivering materials about one or more types of target culture that are absolutely different with student culture. After that, the discussion focuses on the reason of cultural differences that can result in cultural misunderstanding.

- **Culture Assimilator.** It is a short description of a critical incident (incidents that potentially result in misunderstanding) in an intercultural interaction enabling to be misunderstood by learners. In this technique, instructors give a description of the critical incident supported by some alternative explanations and their solutions. If student answer is wrong, have to try to search the right information by discussing it with other groups.

- **Culture Capsule.** This strategy is nearly similar to culture assimilator. Instructors give a presentation and explanation on main differences of Indonesian culture (target) and foreign culture (students’) through audio-visual media. This presentation is also provided by some questions to enable discussion among students.

- **Audiomotorunit or Total Physical Response.** This technique is usually set in listening. Students are encouraged to do something appropriate with what they listen or see. As a result, they directly experience a certain cultural activity.

- **Newspaper.** Students is facilitated to compare some cultural aspects of theirs with Indonesian culture as illustrated in a newspaper. Some parts of newspaper will show many cultural differences, such as headlines, advertisement, editorial, and caricature.

- **Projected Media.** The use of film, documenter, slide, and filmstrips containing the cultural information will extremely attract student interest to learn some aspects of Indonesian culture (target). The use of video produced by learning while doing a journey will make learning more interactive.

- **The cultural island.** Instructors and students collectively change the class into a certain cultural setting by installing or putting a poster, picture, artefact, or music. This enables learners to “experience” life of a certain culture.

The implementation of the methods above can be carried out in various ways, by fitting goal and material characteristic learned by TISOL students in accordance with four language skills, which is listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills [27]. In reading skill, TISOL students are expected to know contents of a text and to be able to resume a text. In learning process, there are some steps carried out. First, pre activity refers to that instructors give the explanation about Central Java culture included by pictures. Second, whilst activity deals with students reading a text about dance from Central Java in terms of some activities. The first activity indicates that (1) students read a text well, (2) students answer questions in a textbook,
(3) students gives opinion about dance in Central Java, and (4) students compile a list of difficult words from a text with searching its meaning in a dictionary.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A TISOL program is required to take by some foreign students who take educational program in Indonesia. It aims to train Indonesian language skill of foreign students useful for the communication among local communities. The development of a TISOL textbook based Javanese culture adjusted to teaching goals, student condition and local culture condition. The integration of Javanese culture material can support the language mastery of TISOL students. This is due to that in the material of the Javanese culture and values from Javanese culture, such as mutual cooperation, togetherness, being religious, and love environment as the representation of Javanese community characters. Thematic learning materials deployed in TISOL learning are directly objected to a certain theme. A theme of the Javanese culture is considered familiar because most regions Central Java, East Java, and Yogyakarta have this tradition. Consequently, it is indicated to be more effective of determining this tradition as TISOL learning material. The stage of implementing the TISOL textbook based on Javanese culture with the scientific thematic approach in TISOL learning involves some methods, namely Comparison Method, Culture Assimilator, Culture Capsule, Audiomotorunit or Total Physical Respon, Newspaper, Projected Media, and The Cultural Island. These methods may be varied in its implementation depending on the situation and condition of the class and teaching goal of TISOL program.
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